Measurements of primary off-axis ratios in wedged asymmetric photon fields: a formalism for dose and monitor unit calculations.
Asymmetric collimators or heavily blocked fields with physical wedges are still encountered in daily practice. In such cases, a reliable dosimetry system is necessary to perform manual dose and monitor unit calculations in order to independently verify the calculations of commercial treatment planning systems. In this work, primary wedged off-axis ratios (POAR(w)s) that account for changes in the beam intensity along both the wedge gradient and perpendicular directions of the photon field, when asymmetric collimators are applied, were measured experimentally at specific depths. The measurements were made in phantom with an ion chamber along the wedge gradient and the perpendicular directions under 'good geometry' conditions. A consistent formalism was presented that could easily be implemented in the clinical environment as an independent verification of the calculations by a treatment planning system. The accuracy of the method was found to be dependent on the specific wedge used, off-axis distance and depth in the phantom. In our study, the accuracy was within 2% in most cases for both energies. We concluded that the primary wedged off-axis ratios when used along with open symmetric field dosimetric parameters could provide adequate accuracy for manual monitor unit calculations.